The equality sign in (1. Ix ~-11 y2 1 <-1-29.
22
The sign of equality in (2.2) is necessary if and o~dy ~f l(mod, i), =+ 7_(rood. l).
Xo ~ 2 Yo -22
For all Xo, Yo, not satisfying (2. 3), we can replace (2.2) by ]x _11y, i < 1
1.I6
Proof of Theorem I.
We first prove Lemma 1.1: Let(Xo, Yo)-~ (I, +_ 5)(rood.I). Thenforall(x,y)--~(Xo, Yo)(mod.1),
IxS--7YSI > 9.i4 For some of these (x, y), for example (I, -+ 5)' the result holds with the equality sign. The rest of the proof will, therefore, be concerned with the proof of the above.
Let Yl be the unique number for which
I <Yl--2'
YI~Yo (rood. I).
2
Consider the values of x satisfying the relation I z -Ty < -<(x + 7y .
The above is equivalent to 
--b<x<b, I
and . (,) either
x+ l ~ b, or x+ i <----b
Since it is impossible for x to be simultaneously less than --b--I and greater than --b, we must have x >--b--I. 
--7 Y~ < I-2TS --(x~ --I )~ 7 Y~.
Clearly Yl = Y~. We suppose (~.9) o -< y~ = y~ -< ~.
2
The procedure for negative y~ is similar.
By (I.6), (I.7) and (~.8) we must have (I. I o) x~ --7 Y[ -< I 2 2 I --I.5~' x~--7y2 <-----. 1.56
4. We now introduce a few definitions.
Definition 1: A point P (x, y) in the x--y plane will be said to be "congruent" to the point Q(x', y') if we have (x, y) = (x', (rood.
We will then write P ~ Q.
Definition 2: We shall call two regions R and S in the x--y plane "congruent" regions, if a translation through integer distances parallel to the axes changes // into S and vice versa. We, then, write B ~ S.
Obviously if B~ S, every point in R has a congruent point in S and vice versa.
Definition 3: A translation r n will mean the translation through a distance m parallel to x-axis and n parallel to the axis of y.
5. Now, let us represent a pair x, y of real numbers by the point Pin the x, y plane with co-ordinates (x, y). Then we have only to prove:
"Let Po(Xo, Yo) be a point such that no point congruent to it lies in the region 9 ": defined by the inequality 6. Let c~', c~, C and 50 be the arcs of the hyperbolas x ~-7y ~ --+ ~.
--1.56 Then c~ is the open region included between these ares. (See fig. I ). Denote the closed curvilinear triangles .B CD and B CD by r and r Then the relations (i.7) , (i.9) and (i.1o) mean that there exists a unique point PI-~ Po in r while relations (I.8), (I.9) and (I.IO) mean that there is just one point Pz congruent to Po and lying in ~.
Clearly it will suffice for our theorem to show that "P, must coincide with ~' I4! For convenience of reference, we tabulate below the co-ordinates of the vertices of ~ and ~. r is obviously the image of ~ in the g-axis. (,-0.546 9 9 0.5).
(--;8 ")
7. Let the translation ~_~, 0 change ~ into r Then we assert that ~'
consists of three parts (see fig. 2 ) i) ~r, which lies in ~,
ii) the closed curvilinear quadrilateral ~1, which lies in ~, and iii) the region 8, which lies outside ~ as well as ~. The above assertion will clearly follow if we can show that I. the upper vertices of ~' lie to the left of C, 2. the lower vertex of r lies inside ~, and 3. the hyperbolic arcs in the boundaries of ~ and ~' meet each other in single points.
We first observe Similarly, we can prove that P2, the point in ~ congruent to Po, must lie in ~1~ ~2, respective images in y-axis of ~ and ~2.
By considering the equations of boundary arcs of ~l, ~, ~2 and ~ or by simple symmetry considerations, it is easily seen that J--~ ~ ~ and r ~ ~. 
~.
EFG is congruent to EHG and symmetric with respect to y-axis to EFG.
2. KBM is congruent to KL~/I and symmetric with respect to y-axis to KBM.
In view of these relations it will suffice for the proof of Theorem I to prove 9. Now we give an easy lemma which we shail apply later.
Lemma B: Let a> o, r> I, ao~a, be any three real numbers. Then, if N--<a be a positive number, we can find an integer n >--I, such that a o < Nr n ~ ar.
Proof: Obvious, since we can find n--> I such that a < Nr ~ <--a r. --,ooo4"< # < .ooo2 i.
~ form a subset of the set 14/ It will consequently suffice to show that every point of Z has a congruent point in ~.
Suppose it is not so. Thenlet(x',y')= (~+a~, 5 such that all points congruent to it lie outside r Then, we have Now, as z> I, from (I.I2), we have, for all n --> I,
.~<I+25o(.i7) <II4,000 m (say).
We show now that in Lemma B, we can take negative. Then, as in Theorem I, it is easily seen that both ~ and ~ contain unique points P1 and P~ congruent to Po.
Then it will suffice to proveP =( I, 7). For, ify~werenegative, similar argument wouldgivePl~( I,

72); sothatallPo(xo, Yo), incongruenttopoints
of c~-, are congruent to (~, • Thisis clearly equivalent to the theorem.
For convenience of reference, we tabulate now the co-ordinates of the vertices of ,~ and ~. ,~ is obviously the image of ~ in the y-axis.
13. Let the translation ~-~,0 change ~ into ~'. Then we assert that ~' consists of three parts (see fig. 8 ), i) z, which lies in ~, ii) the closed curviiinear quadrilateral r which lies in ~, and iii) the region 8, which lies outside r163 as well as ~. Consequently our assertion about ~' is true and the position is as shown in fig. 8 . Now ~' is congruent to ,~. Therefore ~V~' contains a point Q ~ P,-~ PoAs Q cannot lie in ~7, it must lie either in ,~: or in 8; we include the common boundary of ,~l and 8 in ~1 only. Now, let 3,o change 8 into 8'. We assert that r is situated as shown in fig. 8 Consequently a point congruent to Po is seen to lie in '~1 or 81. As both ~l and S 1 lie in ~, and ~ contains only one point, namely /~, ~P0, we conclude that -Pl must lie either in ,~ or in 81.
Let ~s be the closed curvilinear triangle containing ~r~, 81 and the region ~s, shown in fig. 8 . Then we can sa.q that P1 lies i.n "~t or r Let the vertices of ~ and ~.~ be E, F, G, H, K, B, and L as shown in fig. 9 . Join E G and draw KM parallel to y-axis to meet. A A at M. Then, as in Theorem I, it will suffice to show that
This we shall~prove in the rest of the paper.
For convenience of reference we tabulate the co-ordinates of some points together with the equations of the curves on which they lie. This shows that the points S", M" and T" are situated as shown. As S" M" and M" T" are parallel to the axes, M" T" intersects neither ~ nor ~), S" M" intersects 59 at a single point, U", say. The hyperbolic arc S"T" does not intersect c~ because of the situation of these arcs relative to the lines S"M", M" T". Again, by Lemma A, S': T" intersects 59 at one point V". In short, the position of S" M" T'" is as shown in the figure.
Now S'M'T" is congruent to S'M'T' and, therefore, contains a point P" -~ P' =--P. As P" cannot lie in c-f, it lies in the eurvilinear triangle S" U" V". The translation c~20,-1 does not change the relative position of S" V" and U" V" i.e. S'" V"' lies below U'" V"'. Therefore, in order to show that S'" U'" V"' lies inside ~', it will suffice to show that (a) U'" V'" does not intersect ~, and (b) S'" V'" does not intersect 59.
(a) The arc U'" g'" arises from U" V": x ~-I I y~ -1 1.16 by ~o,-6. Therefore I. the x-co-ordinate of any point on U'" V"' lies between 24 and 25.
(2.9)
The eqqation of r.~ is x'--11 y~ 1 = 1-776" Therefore, on eliminating y between This shows that the position of the points E', G' and H' is as shown in the figure 9 As .E' G' is a line parallel to the ?/-axis, it intersects .~) in one point, Q' say. Again, by Lemma A, E'tI' meets .~) in one point, N' say.
The arc G' H' arises from ~ by a translation c~.o.0 + ~-~5, -2 ~-c~7,-~. Therefore, its equation is (2. I3) (x--7) 2-11(y+ 2) 3 = I 1.16
The equation of 50 is x 2-II y2 = _ I .
1.I6
Therefore, eliminating y between (2.I3) and the above, we find that points of intersection, if any, of G' H' and .~ satisfy the equation 
